Track Maintenance Machinery

A complete range of track maintenance machines is available for all major maintenance operations. Major track maintenance machines such as continuous tampers, ballast regulators, dynamic track stabilisers, ballast under cutters and cleaners as well as overhead maintenance vehicles are available. Medium size equipment for small spot tamping, track lifting and lining applications are also available. A few examples are listed below.

Major on track Machinery
Mainly used for railway construction, overhaul and maintenance operations. Combinations of individual maintenance machines can create a mechanized maintenance train. The main machines are:
Continuous tamping machine,
Ballast Tamping Machine,
Turnout Tamping Machine,
Automatic Level and Lining Tamping Machine,
Undercutter Cleaning Machine, Ballast Regulators and Dynamic Track Stabilisers.

Minor on track Machinery
Used for minor overhaul and maintenance operations. These light weight hydraulically driven Machines are highly efficient in a spot mainteance role. As an example the mini tamper can complete maintenance of upto 300 sleepers per